EXHIBIT D
Welcome to ChapterHouseStudios

Chapterhouse Studios is the work of two hobbyists who have decided to take their love of the games of 40k and fantasy to a new level. What began as a journey into the intricacies of green stuff sculpting and casting resin in our garage has culminated into the wonderful website you see now. [Read more...]

Categories

- Infantry and Shoulder Pad Bits compatible with Space Marine® models
- Heads compatible with Space Marines®
- 28mm Weapons, Jump Packs and Shields compatible with Games Workshop Models
- Vehicle Replacement Part Kits that fit on Games Workshop Models
- Bits/Conversion kits compatible with Eldar armies
- Bits/Conversion kits compatible with Tyranids
- Bits/Conversions for 28mm for imperial guard
- Super Heavy Vehicle Kits

Latest Products

- Rapid Response Wheeled Kit for Chimera: $14.00
- Death Angel Doors for Space Marine Land Raider kit: $11.50
- Gun-Halberd Weapon (5): $6.00
News

Shipping delays on Wheeled Chimera Kit, Conversion Beamers and Death Angel Doors

Due to unforeseen delays with one of the resin casting companies that makes our newest kits, we are behind on shipping the Wheeled Chimera conversion kits, Beamer Conversion kits and the Death Angel Land Raider door kits.

I am working on having another company also produce these pieces and they will be tooling up ASAP to do so (this would mean 2 casting companies producing these pieces till we catch up). A safe estimate to get those orders out would be 2-4 weeks. Obviously the earlier you had your order in the earlier your order will be shipped.

This delay has also affected the Storm Raven TRU-Scale kit as well, and we are shipping the pre-orders out as soon as possible (about 80% complete). I will not be putting the Storm Raven conversion kit for general sale until I have a reserve stock of at least 50 kits on hand for immediate sell. Pre-orders on these were beyond my expectations.

If anyone wishes to cancel or modify their outstanding orders due to the unforeseen delay, please contact me at nick@chapterhousestudios.com and I will do my best to help you.

Sincerely,

Nick Villacci - Chapterhousestudios.com

This web site is completely unofficial and in no way endorsed by Games Workshop Limited.
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